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Writing clearly is thinking clearly. Her constant fudging of consensus reality is typical of New Age thought. If
one wanted to use tarot for divination, it would be necessary to assign clear meanings to each card. She
provides rambling stream of consciousness. Kennedy was assassinated while traveling in a limo! The Chariot
might signify destruction because Shiva destroys the world while conducting a chariot. The Chariot could
signify lingams, or yonis. But you know Freud relates horses to the libido. So maybe this card is all about sex!
What would Jung say? Maybe the Chariot is about the Jungian persona. Only humans possess language â€”
although we have taught chimps to communicate! An image of salamanders with their tails in their mouths
means one thing on one card and a completely different thing on another card At every turn, Pollack tosses
out random, undeveloped references to material conventionally assumed to be "deep" and "profound": Pollack
repeats urban legends, for example the widely believed but false notion that full moons increase criminal
activity No, it does not. Rather, they are part of the received dogma of New Age thought. Christianity is an
oppressive, totalitarian, violent, misogynist, destructive system. Before the evil Christians showed up, people
around the world enjoyed peaceful goddess worship 46 3. All over the world, once a year, priestesses
representing the goddess would kill and dismember the male leader of the tribe 50, All religions have at their
core the same truth: None of the above postulates are true. In spite of their falsity, Many New Agers uphold
them as dogma. Pollack has a problem with masculinity and "patriarchal society. The Emperor card represents
the best in essential masculinity. Pollack reads it as a negative card referencing "force, aggression and war" an
old, stiff, rigid, lifeless, barren scene, society and its laws, people who have never realized that their father is
just a human being, people who surrender control of their lives to their lovers. Compare this to her reading of
the Queen of Cups, depicting an emotional and spiritual woman. Most interpretations acknowledge that this
woman has her failings; she can be overcome by her heart. Pollack, though, reads this feminine card as almost
all positive, while reading the male Knight of Cups and King of Cups as almost all negative. Again and again,
Pollack insists that the pinnacle of the Tarot is to become a hermaphrodite. This is not true â€” tarot is a
powerfully and traditionally gendered system depicting nurturing, maternal females and active, horse-riding
and sword-wielding males. But Pollack herself identifies as a transsexual. I am transsexual; therefore,
everyone else should aspire to be a hermaphrodite. Forget the church; rather, read comic books for your
spiritual guidance Pollack is a comic book author. Schizophrenics are misunderstood by rigid, Christian
society. Schizophrenics are really shamans The Christian church crushed women Tarot cards are rife with
Christian symbols. One example on a card Pollack mentions frequently: This card represents the pinnacle of
success and satisfaction. It depicts a central figure surrounded by a victory wreath and four animals: The
World card is based on a very common Christian motif: The four animals in the corners of the image
symbolize Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, the authors of the four Gospels. You would think that a book that
purports to explain tarot would mention the very close relationship between the World card and the Christ in
Majesty motif. Like a Soviet-era photographer, she merely airbrushes out of her revisionist history anything
that does not suit her purpose. Pollack tells us that all religions have as their goal each person transcending
himself through his own effort, and uniting with an impersonal New Age super-soul. Differences between
religions can be fudged in order to create the new Rachel Pollack church. Hinduism justifies suffering with the
concept of reincarnation. You do a bad thing in your past life; you are reincarnated as an untouchable, and you
are treated badly. This is just like the Christian concept of the Holy Spirit, Pollack insists, bizarrely Paul
meeting Christ on the road to Damascus is just like Buddha achieving enlightenment One of the most
well-recognized lines from the New Testament states, "Behold a pale horseâ€¦his name that sat on him was
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Death. Tarot has undeniable value: There are fun, thought-provoking books out there that reflect on tarot.
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Her newest release, The New Tarot Handbook, offers the same sort of guidance and inspiration. Behind the
Veil Date: Its very nature, the way we interpret it, everything about this card suggests the unknowable. And
yet we continue to try, as we should, for in the very act of seeking we find something. Perhaps not the answers
we hoped for, but something of value. Tarot expert Barbara Moore not only presents some commonly
accepted truths about the High Priestess but entertains ideas of her role in the scheme of things. Court Cards,
Part I: The Kings of Tarot Date: That said, the majority of taroists will agree that the trouble lies in the Court
Cards. In this first installment in a series on the Court Cards, tarot expert Barbara Moore delves into the regal
Kings of the Tarot. However, what can you do if you only have one deck, do not wish to use another deck, or
want to renew your enjoyment of an old favorite deck? Discover techniques that can revitalize your tarot
practice by using and creating new spreads. Alternate Major Arcanas Date: Most tarot commentators do not
look to the Magician only for its individual qualities but as card I, the beginning of the journey. For Qabalists,
the order of the cards determines what pathway each one occupies on the Tree of Life. And yet, part of the
glory of The Four Worlds Spread Date: You can actually do this reading as a ritual, though it is not required.
Here is how to set up the ritual part: You will need a room with enough space to lay cards out on the floor in
four Nature overflows with bounty and vibrant color that all too quickly gives way to falling leaves and early
frosts; the earth is preparing to rest and rejuvenate. November and December bring the need to review the past
year and start thinking of the next. As winds down, I cannot help but think of all the changes this year has
Reading for Friends Date: Be it a best friend or a new friend, somewhere along the line she finds out that you
read cards and she will ask if you would be kind enough to read for her. For me, many of the friends I read for
know what the tarot is about; there is no need to explain. Either they are not good at reading cards, or they
prefer another style Ten of Cups Date: Malkuth Kingdom sephirah ten in Beriah Creation Pythagorean: Decad,
higher unity, greater consciousness Major Arcana: Wheel of Fortune, Judgment Rider Theme: Excess Golden
Dawn Title: Pleasure, fortification, of quietness and of peacemaking As a number beyond the completion of
nine, ten can A lot of readers will say, "I read cards a little, but not reallyâ€”I still have to use the book.
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It is the spread after that which fascinated me. It begins with a small cross of two cards and continues with
seven more cards placed in a line below it. This is also presented with a sample reading - and is well worth
studying! She has had articles appear in the and Llewellyn Tarot Reader. This woman, I thought, must know
her Sephira inside out. So I must admit, my expectations were rather high. As an academic and someone who
has studied the same topics Pollack engages - depth psychology, mythology, world religions etcetera - I found
the content lacking and far from in depth. Pollack frequently laces her commentary with sweeping
generalizations or random facts about the human condition without contextualizing them nor addressing their
deep complexity. However, the watering down of complex spiritual and psychological issues is something of a
disappointment. Despite this, the book does have many strengths. For all its oversimplicity, Pollack does not
fall into the trap of writing in an airy-fairy touchy-feely manner that plagues many a psuedo psychological text
about "new age" topics. She takes the reader through the esoteric symbols of each card in the Rider Waite
deck, explains them clearly and grounds them with practical examples. This works best with the minor arcana,
in which she is more focused in her writing and does not dabble so much in other systems like depth
psychology. Pollack also makes many notable card comparisons, and is a keen observer of structures and
relationships - something that is often lacking in many tarot books. Her sample readings are also great
tutorials, especially for beginners. The last section of the text devoted to learning to read tarot spreads is
probably the strongest part of the book and filled with insightful, personal observations. Overall, I have mixed
feelings about this book. Although it may be established as a "Tarot Bible", I feel it is too shallow for serious
study or more advanced students. A former moderator of the Astrology forum at Aeclectic Tarot, Isthmus has
studied tarot and other esoteric systems since This appears to be a reprint of the version by Element, a Harper
Collins imprint. The Major and Minor Arcana have been compiled in one volume originally they were in
separate volumes , revised and updated, with a new preface. Rachel brings with her the wisdom of years of
scholarly, as well as hands on, research. In this book are presented the many layers that is Tarot: In her new as
of preface, Rachel speaks about her introduction to the Tarot, and the individuals that she saw taking the Tarot
in new directions such as Mary Greer, James Wanless, Angeles Arrien, Gail Fairfield. In her introduction,
Rachel talks about the history of Tarot, as well as individual cards, and what their symbolism might imply.
Amongst other things, one comment stood out: Above all, Rachel leaves us with things to think about! Also
discussed was the move from Marseille style cards with plain pips , to what is now considered a traditional
style of illustrating the pips, brought into vogue by A. Waite and Pamela Coleman Smith. There is a
significant chapter in this book entitled the Four Card Pattern. Arranged in a diamond pattern, with the Fool on
top, the World on the bottom, the Magician on the left hand side, and the High Priestess on the right hand side.
The horizontal line then shows a duality of opposites, while the vertical line shows a sense of unity. The three
rows embody our journey through life. There is an in-depth presentation of the suits, Pips numbered cards and
Court Cards.
Chapter 4 : "Tarot" . . BookFi
Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom is correctly regarded as a classic among tarot books. Having read it, I can see how it
was important to the explosion of popularity of tarot decks that occurred around the time the book was originally
published in
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Chapter 6 : Tarot Bibliography
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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78 Degrees Of Wisdom: Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom: A Book of Tarot, Part 1: The Major Arcana by Rachel
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A top tarotist's secrets to personal growth, one card at a time. The two volumes of Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom
have inspired a whole generation of tarot students.
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78 Degrees of Wisdom is a card by card study of the history, myths, psychology, symbols and deeper meaning of the
tarot. Serious yet interesting, this book by Rachel Pollack should be an essential part of every tarot library.
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